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Abstract

A framework of six steps for engaging young children in research is presented in this chapter. This framework was built through collaboration with a team of international researchers funded by the Bernard van Leer Foundation (Johnson, Hart, & Colwell, 2014a and b). Relevant literature and theoretical underpinning is presented with discussion of how creative participatory approaches are relevant to understanding and interacting with children’s geographies. The framework addresses key issues facing researchers wishing to engage young children in research processes and offers ways to overcome some of the challenges researchers may face. In order to illustrate the six steps, a selection of case studies which provide examples of how experts from a wide range of international contexts have worked with children are presented. These case studies have been selected to be of particular relevance to geographic field research with young children and have been developed and tested by experts from a wide range of international contexts.

Introduction

In this chapter the position is assumed that all children are active competent participants in society who have full human value in the present (Mayall, 2000). When this standpoint is taken, involving children in research activities and decision-making is both desirable and necessary, particularly from a human rights perspective. Yet, embarking upon research with children, particularly young children under the age of eight years, often presents challenges which may, at times, lead to children being excluded from research. The six steps to engaging children in research presented in this chapter support those seeking to include children in their research to move away from what Clarke (2005) refers to as using adult ‘lenses’ with which to see childhood to conduct research with rather than on children (Mayall, 2002). This may extend to include research by children (Robinson and Kellett, 2004), although this is less often the case with very young children. These steps are relevant to engaging children and young people of all ages in the research process, however the specific focus of this chapter is children aged five to eight years of age.

The six steps were developed in consultation with active researchers who have had experience of participatory research with children (see Johnson et al., 2014a and 2014b). The steps provide guidance for researchers covering issues such as, developing ethical protocols, recognizing the importance of relationships with participants, selecting appropriate methods and, being aware of context and the benefits and challenges this may pose in the researcher. Discussions of these steps are framed by theory from a number of fields including social psychology, human geography and childhood studies and methods which may be of particular benefit when researching children’s lives are presented. Case examples are also included to demonstrate the use of these methods in practice.
Establishing a Rationale for including Children’s Voices in Research

The Right for children to express their opinions about issues that affect their lives is specified in Article 12 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC, 1989). As this article filtered into practice there has been a growing awareness that children’s perspectives need to be heard and acted on (for example see: Save the Children, 1995). Indeed many organizations including non-governmental organizations have been contributing to these broader debates over many years. This has led to a number of exemplary cases being developed about the ‘how’s and why’s’ of including children’s voices in research (Boyden, 1997).

Conceptualization of children’s participation has expanded to include consideration of other articles of the UNCRC, such as Article 15 on the right to freedom of association (for example see the Article 15 project www.crc15.org) and Article 5 that discusses the responsibilities of adults to children (Landsdown 2010). There has also been re-conceptualization of how child rights are realized internationally, for example to include the recognition of the complexity of children’s everyday lives and issues of social justice (Hanson and Nieuwenhuys 2013). Increasingly, research that seeks to understand this complexity and identify support/ interventions that improve children’s lives, engages with children across the lifecourse as active participants and agents of change using a range of participatory approaches and methods.

The following chapter specifically focuses on those approaches that have successfully engaged young children. Evidence that provides insight into young children’s’ perceptions and seeks to understand their lives includes visual and narrative data about their everyday activities, responses, preferences, priorities and dreams. Such evidence can directly inform interventions or services, and also be offered to policy makers to demonstrate to them why children should be included research, and why children’s evidence should be taken seriously in decision-making (see for example Mason and Fattore, 2005).

Distinctions: How does research with young children differ?

Researching children’s perspectives on their lives and geographies through engaging with them as active participants requires researchers to be creative (Christensen and James 2008). For example, where more conventional interviews are not holding the attention of younger children, then creative games and prompts can be used in order to involve them. Visual and narrative approaches may hold the attention of both adults and children of all ages, but particular approaches may be developed to take into account the developing capacities of children with age (Hart, 1998). For example three-dimensional visual methods, such as using clay and models, can be successful with young children, as described later in the steps framework.

There are particular ethical issues that need to be considered in order for research to be in the best interest of the children, whether they are treated as active participants or as subjects in the research process (Punch, 2015). The steps framework presented later in this chapter therefore prioritises not only the range of engaging methods that can be used with young children, but also the importance of: considering capacities and capabilities of researchers; developing ethical protocols and procedures; and building trust and relationships with the young children. Power relationships within the research process should also be considered. Mayall (2002) suggests that inevitable power relationships between adult or even older child researchers and child participants can’t be ignored and discusses how researchers need to be aware of taking the ‘least adult role’. Intergenerational relationships both
in children’s lives and in research situations need to be understood and taken into account in planning, conducting and analysing research (Alanen and Mayall, 2001).

**Consequences: what happens when children’s voices are not heard?**

While the idea of children expressing their opinions has been recognized in international agreements as an integral part of realizing children’s rights, in practice children’s perspectives have still often been ignored or sidelined in research. One such example is the area of international development interventions (Bourdillon, 2004, Bartlett, 2005). Johnson (2010a), for example, noted that children were not consulted in the development of a water program in Nepal in 2000/2001. This resulted in the water taps being built too high for the children to access them safely. This was particularly problematic as the children held the responsibility for collecting water within households. In order to reach the taps they had to precariously swing off them. Involving children in the research and consultation process could have avoided the children being exposed to this danger. By later engaging children in an impact assessment of the project steps were built so children could reach the taps safely.

In this same research Johnson (2010a) observed additional cases where the inclusion of children in the research and evaluation process would have been beneficial to development interventions. For example, an income-generating program for women in rural areas was initially deemed a success, however children were not involved in the evaluation process. Further scrutiny revealed that the project had an unanticipated impact on children’s lives. As the adults’ daily routine changed due to the program and they were no longer available to tend the livestock as they became involved in work outside of the family the children in the village bore the responsibility of this role and as a consequence their attendance at school dropped. Impacting negatively on the children’s educational opportunities.

Such examples highlight the practical value of involving children in the research process. They demonstrate how children’s experiences need to be considered and taken seriously in both planning and evaluation processes for development programs to lead to the successful outcomes for which they strive; since children are active members and contributors to their families and communities (Evans, 2010).

**Challenges: why children may be excluded from research processes**

Whilst such examples highlight the need to include children in research, evidence suggests that children’s voices are not always respected, that their reliability is questioned and that concerns over the extensive time required to develop ethical processes may lead to children being excluded. Indeed, where children are included in the research process their involvement does not necessarily lead to their voices being listened to or acted upon (Chawla and Johnson, 2004). There are many examples from both the global North and South that demonstrate the lack of attention given to children’s views in understanding their ‘lifeworlds’ (for example see Nieuwenhuys, 2005). Often power dynamics are such that children, especially young children, are considered to lack the self-awareness and competencies required to express their needs in an appropriate and accurate way (Kutnick, Ota, & Berdondini, 2008). Children’s Rights Perspectives (e.g. see Tisdall et al. 2009) challenge researchers to be competent in their interactions with children rather than focusing only on the competencies of the child.

In addition to skepticism over the reliability of children’s evidence, concerns over the ethical challenges that researchers face may lead to children’ being excluded from the research and development process (Harcourt and Einarsdottir, 2011). Concerns
over ethical protocols, enhanced criminal records checks and suspicion about why adults want to spend time with young children may all lead researchers to conclude that the time and expense needed to overcome these challenges is a hindrance to achieving outcomes within the time and budgetary constraints of specific research projects.

If the rights of children, as laid out by the UNCRC (1989) are to be realized and if research is to be of a high quality which seeks to understand the communities in which it takes place, then children need to be included in research and these challenges addressed. In support of upholding children’s participation rights, networks of practitioners and academics have continued to advocate for children’s and young people’s participation in both the global South and North and have continued to discuss methodological challenges in seeking to do this (for example see: Johnson, Ivan-Smith, Gordon, Pridmore, & Scott, 1998). An example is the authors’ development of six steps to engaging children in research (Johnson et al., 2014a). These steps are presented in the following section.

**Six Steps to Engaging Children in Participatory Research**

The authors’ research involved the development of a framework of six steps for engaging children in participatory research. The steps were developed in collaboration with a team of researchers from the Global North and South. These researchers work in a range of academic and professional fields, including: streetwork, playwork, social work, childhood studies, education, psychology, counselling, sociology, and anthropology and geography.

![Figure 1: Six Steps to Engaging Children in Participatory Research](image)

**Step 1: Consideration of Capacity and Capability**

At the outset of any research it is advised that the capabilities within the research team and the capacity of those involved, both as researchers and participants, is reviewed. From this understanding, areas where development and support are required can be recognized and a realistic research project designed. In order to review the capacity and capabilities of researchers several factors need to be taken into account. These include, the experience the research team has of working with children (including their experience of implementing ethical protocols and procedures), the motivation for the inclusion of children and, their experience of using child-sensitive and participatory methods (Sargeant and Harcourt, 2012). It will be necessary for the research team to self evaluate their skills and identify areas in which they would benefit from support. There are various guides for facilitating participatory methods for working with children and these also review the approach to facilitation that is needed to engage with young children (for example, Boyden and Ennew, 1997 and Johnson, Nurick, Baker, & Shivakotee, 2013).
Step 2: Developing Ethical Protocols and Processes

Time needs to be scheduled into any research process to ensure that all members of the research team understand the ethical protocols which guide work with children, whether they be legal requirements, moral positions or specific cultural requirements (Alderson and Morrow, 2011). Time for training may therefore need to be built in to the research process.

If children are to participate in research in a meaningful way, they need to be engaged throughout the different stages of the research from planning to dissemination (Johnson, 2010b; Alderson and Morrow, 2011). There will be issues confronting researchers in conducting ethical research including power, authority, accountability and responsibility that may be even more marked when including young children in research (Morrow and Richards, 1996). Where there is more limited participation, researchers need to be aware of the level of participation they are aiming for and be clear in their accounts of research processes. Levels or degrees of participation can be understood using a variety of frameworks including Hart’s (1992) ‘Ladder of Children’s Participation’. The ladder specifies different types of non-participation and participation from ‘manipulation’ and ‘tokenism’, to adult led initiatives in collaboration with children, to child led processes with adult support. Thus, levels or degrees of participation can be considered when planning children’s participation in research processes that is voluntary, transparent and authentically relevant to their lives including considering who is initiating and controlling the process and who will have access to the data (Hart, 1992, 2007; Johnson et al., 2014a).

When developing ethical protocols and processes there are a number of issues which need to be considered. The following list of considerations may be a useful starting point (see Johnson et al., 2014a pp. 25-28):

1. Ensuring children’s ownership of research throughout the research process
2. Making clear from the outset the level of participation children will have
3. Protecting all those involved in research from harm including researchers and children
4. Building trust and relationships with children in research so they feel supported
5. Understanding power relationships including between children and their peers and between children and adults
6. Including relevant processes of informed consent so children of differing ages understand why they are participating. This includes both informed consent from children and from their parents/ guardians/ responsible adults
7. Respecting privacy and maintaining confidentiality so children are not put at risk
8. Following child protection policies and ensuring procedures are in place to support children at risk of psychological or physical harm
9. Taking into account issues of difference and inclusion into the research process
10. Ensuring there is adequate feedback to children and that children’s questions are answered appropriately.

When developing ethical protocols and procedures in research, ethical guidelines drawn up by academic and professional bodies can be useful to follow; these may be particularly useful for those working in contexts in which there is little in the way of existing policies or agreed procedures. They can also eliminate some of the time and
expense associated with the development of ethical procedures for working with children as they are often rigorously developed. Examples of such guidance are provided by the British Sociological Association (2002); the National Children’s Bureau (2003); UNICEF (e.g. Graham et al., (2013). Whilst such guidance offers hugely valuable advice it is crucial that local contexts are sufficiently considered to ensure research is relevant to children’s lives and conducted in an appropriate manner (Coles and McGrath 2010).

Step 3: Developing Trust and Relationships

Positive and supportive relationships are a pre-requisite for the development of understanding (Kutnick and Colwell, 2009) as such developing trust and respect between researchers and children is fundamental to the research process. In order for children to open up they need to trust researchers and feel supported by them (Punch 2002). If a safe and enjoyable environment can be built (see Colwell et al 2015), children usually feel more able to share their opinions freely. Such an environment can be established in three progressive stages: building trust; developing communication skills; and problem solving (Kutnick, et al., 2008). Such a process has been shown to lead to children being able to be more honest when sharing their opinions, whilst also developing the language needed to express their opinions; something which they may not often have the opportunity to do. This may help with the reliability of the information collected from children.

As researchers spend time with children developing their relationships they can also have the opportunity to come to understand the language of the children and the spaces which they inhabit. As such, researchers may better understand the evidence (Johnson et al., 2014). When carrying out research with young children power dynamics between researchers and participants need to be considered including intergenerational or adult-child relationships in which adult researchers may need to consider taking the aforementioned ‘least adult role’ (Mayall, 2002). Taking into account political, institutional and cultural contexts in which the research is taking place will also be important (as covered in step 6).

Steps 4 & 5: Selecting Appropriate Methods and Identifying Appropriate Forms of Communication

These two steps are considered in tandem (Johnson et al., 2014a pp.35). Selecting appropriate methods and tools for collecting data will require consideration of both the requirements of the research, including what needs to be understood and over what time period, alongside what methods are appropriate for the children, including consideration of what is culturally and developmentally appropriate. When developing methods for engaging young children, researchers involved in developing these steps agreed that it can be helpful to cluster them by the different forms of communication they involve. That is, whether methods involve going into the spaces that children inhabit and play (in-situ) and understanding these spaces by accompanying the children or going on child-led tours, or using visuals alongside one-on-one or group discussions, or setting up processes of role-play and performance, or playing games made up with the children, for example. Considerations of methods requires planning the mediums that they require, be it paint, clay or dolls, for example. This can help to plan research that is more enjoyable, relevant and engaging for children and as such potentially increases the quantity and quality of the data they generate. The following clusters are suggested:

- Interviews and discussion
- Child-led tours and other in-situ methods
• Visuals used with free expression and structured visual methods
• Narrative and performance
• Play and games including the use of dolls.

Although some of these methods are discussed in academic literature many have been developed and used in non-academic practitioner settings and so are written up in grey literature. This includes applied participatory research with children in non-governmental organizations used to feed into planning development interventions or evaluation reports, examples of which are providing in the next section of this chapter. A good source of published literature on some of the more participatory and visual approaches to engaging children in research is the journal Participatory Learning and Action previously PLA Notes (particularly special issues 25, 42 and 50, see Chawla and Johnson 2004). These clusters of methods are discussed more fully in the following section of this chapter.

Selecting appropriate methods and tools will be key in ensuring the data is of a high quality and that it meets the requirements of the research. Personal, professional and ideological assumptions by both those funding or requesting the research and the researchers will need to be carefully considered (see for example Crotty, 2005). Perspectives on what ‘counts’ as evidence may differ between stakeholders, as such, during the planning phases the research team must clearly determine what kind of evidence will be valuable, what may generate the most appropriate form of data and whether decision-makers are prepared to accept children’s evidence (see for example Eyben, Guijt, Roche, & Shutt, 2015). Working with funders and decision-makers during the planning and development phase to highlight why children’s evidence should be taken seriously and how their evidence will be used may support the research process (Johnson 2015). All too often children’s evidence can be ignored or the value of their data queried at a later stage and so sidelined in preference to other forms of data from adults about children.

Step 6: Consideration of Context

Research that engages with children needs to be relevant to their lives. Therefore attention must be given to political, cultural and institutional contexts prior to any data collection processes being finalized. As part of this analysis, researchers need to begin to understand existing power dynamics, attitudes towards children, cultural practices and belief systems, in order to plan ethical research processes that work for children and that are more likely to be acceptable to the adults in their lives. How children will participate will also depend on their interactions with others and what they feel is expected of them: these issues will all affect how children feel about contributing to evidence about their lives, feelings and opinions (Johnson et al., 2014a pp. 66, Johnson 2015). This again highlights the significance of the relationships that researchers build with the children and adults in communities and also their awareness of incorporating analysis of socio-cultural context. Taking into consideration the spaces that children inhabit and the reality of their daily lives, including how they spend their time playing, learning and working, will be crucial when seeking to plan appropriate research. Researchers should therefore be mindful of the variety of roles that children fulfill including contributing to the household economy through farming and paid labor, for example, working in factories (Evans, 2010). Recognizing the importance of the contexts in which children’s participation is situated and the roles children take within that context is key to taking children’s perspectives seriously in research (Mason and Bolzan 2010).
Methods for Engaging children in Participatory Research

This section offers an overview of the clusters of participatory methods noted in step 5. Some examples have been provided as case studies to demonstrate how these methods have been used in a range of contexts to understand children and young people’s lives and the spaces and places that they inhabit. Whilst also highlighting some of the benefits and challenges of these methods. The case examples have been selected as the authors feel they may be particularly useful to researchers working to understand children’s geographies. Further details of the case studies and additional examples can be found in Johnson et al. (2014a and 2014b).

Interviews and Discussion

While interviews may often seem to be the most obvious choice for research purposes, they may require special attention to make them appropriate for use with children. This includes making interviews less formal than they may be when used with adults, using certain props or materials alongside interviewing or by combining interviews with other methods of engaging children. For example: interviewing children as they draw (Kanyal, in Johnson et al., 2014); or with toys and models such as by geographers understanding children’s living and play spaces (Hart, 1979).

In addition, rather than directing a child to answer questions in an interview format, practitioner researchers who spend sustained amounts of time with children, are able to situate themselves as observers of children’s activities over a period of time and engage in ‘listening to children’ (Clark and Moss, 2011). These opportunities to observe and listen may be carried out in a child’s everyday environment. In their own familiar setting, in a childcare setting for example, it is often possible to talk to young children as they engage in familiar activities. However the setting should be considered. For example, if research is in a school, where children are commonly led to believe there is a correct answer for everything, they may be unlikely to express opinions which they feel do not align with adults expectations, particularly if they fear they may be reprimanded. Spending time with a child, developing a trusting relationship, may make a difference to how comfortable children feel and thus how open they are within the interview.

It has been asserted that young children’s early concept formation is in the form of scripts and they are able to express their thoughts more fully in the form of a narrative than in the question and answer format traditionally used in interviews (for example see Engel, 1995; Greene and Hogan 2005). Indeed, the narrative inquiry approach is becoming more common as method for listening to research participants of all ages and there is a growing literature on the subject (for example see Daiute, 2014). As such researchers may find it beneficial to find ways to support children to tell stories about the phenomena they are interested in. Of course this may lead to children diverging from the topic. Listening to a child, there may be a relevant message within their narrative, and then gently guiding a child back to the research topic will be the task of a skilled researcher.

Whether interviews are conducted with individuals or in groups depends upon the research topic, the requirements of the project and crucially, what is deemed most appropriate for the child(ren). When the research questions concern children’s shared experiences of a common space such as a playground, or a shared experience of an activity, interviews with dyads or with small groups may be useful. Group interviews often create a more informal setting that brings out a fuller account of children’s relationships to the space or activity and may help researchers to verify information and understand consensus views (Lewis, 1992). However, sensitive
issues may be raised in interviews conducted with groups of children and it may be considered more appropriate to conduct such interviews in a one-to-one environment (see for example Robson, 2001). It may sometimes be beneficial in research processes to conduct both group and individual interviews to explore different issues with children (Lewis, 1992).

**Case 1: Children’s Agency in Addressing Water Supply in Tibet**

A range of methods including children being encouraged to express their views through group interviews were used to help address water supply problems in Tibet (West in Johnson et al. 2014a). The project involved working with children on how they would like to participate in a water and sanitation programme run by Save the Children. With children being consulted throughout the process, a variety of tools were developed with children’s participation in how engaging they were. The researchers found that using a range of techniques to support the discussions helped the children to remain involved in the process and for the researchers to gain more detailed information. This included using drawings and models. Particular to this context the research team found that conducting the discussions in both English and Chinese increased children’s participation. Through involving children in discussions over time, their understandings and confidence grew and they were able to contribute to the planning of the water sanitation programme. This in turn served to change adults’ ideas about children’s agency to recognize their ability to analyze information and to take local action.

**In-situ Methods and Child-led Tours**

Conducting research with a child in-situ can place them closer to the experiences that they are talking about than conducting research in a more conventional interview setting (Kusenback, 2003). The term child-led tours (see case 2) describes mobile interviews carried out as a child (or group of children) takes a researcher through a space to describe experiences that happen(ed) in that space or to annotate aspects of the space that mean something in particular to the child or children leading them. These mobile interviews or child-led tours can be particularly useful for understanding the geography of children and how they access and inhabit their environment (e.g. Hart, 1979; Lynch, 1979 and Driskell, 2002; see also Ponto’s chapter in this volume). Mobile interviews have also been used to understand children and young people’s roles in household chores and work contributing to household economies where researchers accompany children in their daily activities (Johnson, Ivan-smith & Hill, 1995). Ethical issues, such as researchers taking children away from a formal environment, that is, conducting research away from groups where other familiar adults are present, will require specific consents, planning and safe guarding.

Photography with still cameras or videos made by children can help to document child-led tours (for example, the work of ‘photovoice’ www.photovoice.org; Murray in Johnson et al., 2014b). The use of photographs taken by children has been used for many years e.g. Hart, 1979), but the method has dramatically increased with the arrival of inexpensive disposable and digital cameras. The method quickly enables children to begin to show their worlds (for example see Einarsdottir, 2005; Evans, 2006), but it is not without challenges: it is worth taking a critical stance on what children are wanting to say rather than focusing too much on the photograph itself. There is an increasing body of research building on this method, such as audio-
 recorded annotations of photographs, and exhibitions and booklets made by children with commentaries. A valuable example of how far the method can take a researcher into the worlds of those children who might normally have little or no opportunity to share their perspectives is offered by Luttrell (2010).

Audio equipment can also be used to capture children’s opinions as they show researchers through a space or place but it is often difficult to link the sound to particular places. If a transect or set route is used then different perspectives can be gathered about the same space or the tour or interview can be more determined by a child or children. This idea of leading the researcher through a space can be applied in a simulated form, as when a child takes a doll through a model of a space or place to express their feelings about this.

Case 2: Child-Led Tours in India

In India, group child-led tours were conducted in order to understand existing and redeveloped slum areas in Mumbai and Bangalore (Nallari in Johnson et al., 2014a). These tours showed where children play, what services they knew about and could access, and how they and their caregivers use local common spaces such as parks. The child-led tours in India consisted of around four boys and four girls between the ages of six and 16 years although adolescent girls were rarely allowed to leave their houses so did not often participate. Tours were recorded by researchers with hand-held video cameras and children would lead and stop when they wanted to discuss a particular place. Nallari (in Johnson et al. 2014a) noted that the method worked well and children’s voices where captured. It was noted that when working with children of mixed age groups, as was the case here, using methods understood by the youngest members was most advantageous. Where methods were used to appeal to the older children the younger children were often left out. Where methods were accessible to all, greater focus was maintained.

Visual methods including mapping

A range of visual methods have been used for many years by both anthropologists (for example Boyden and Ennew, 1997 and Reynolds, 1991) and geographers (for example Hart, 1979, 1997 and Young and Barrett, 2001) to understand children’s everyday lives in households and on the streets and how they interact with their environments in urban and rural settings. Visual methods may be thought of as two major types: those where children have complete freedom to express themselves with the medium, and visuals that are structured in some way by the researchers (Johnson et al. 2014b). Young and Barrett (2001) note that visual methods support young children with a high-level of involvement in research.

Visual methods for free expression include drawing and model making using different media, including sand, clay and other available resources. Model making has benefits for some types of representation, such as mapping (see case 3), because, unlike drawing, the materials can be easily moved around until the child is happy with their decision of where to place something. Drawings however require a commitment that is not so easy or flexible to erase (Hart, 1979,1997). For a similar reason, model-making is more suited than drawing for group use. Because of these benefits models have been used very effectively in urban planning processes that simultaneously include people of a wide range of ages (for example in an approach called planning for real: www.planningforreal.org.uk). Model making can also be valuable for
surmounting barriers for non-literate children who are not comfortable using pens and paper.

Visual structures and templates have been used for many years by international organizations working in development in the form of ‘Participatory Appraisal’ (PA) and ‘Participatory Action Research’ (PAR). PA lies partially in Freirean philosophy relating to literacy and empowerment expressed as the ‘pedagogy of the oppressed’ (Freire, 1972). It also builds on qualitative including visual methods and action-orientated approaches from the tradition of ‘Participatory Action Research’. PA also incorporates ideas and methods from anthropological ethnographic research and diagrams developed for appraisal in agroecosystems analysis. Visuals can, however, be used in extractive as well as participatory ways so the PA approach has been rife with tensions about the way in which visual methods are applied in research processes. There has been a growing more recent discourse about how participatory appraisal methods need to take more account of power dynamics in order to achieve more transformative development (Hickey and Mohan, 2004; Johnson, 2011). The approach spread rapidly over several decades and was often effectively developed for community use by practitioner researchers working in the field of international development as well as by social scientists (for example Chambers, 1983, 2003; O’Kane, 2000). Participatory appraisal methods have been used with adults, and also, less extensively, with children, to understand community development interventions and impact (for example Guijt, Fulglesang & Kishadha, 1994, Johnson et al., 1995, Johnson, 2010b). Occasionally PA has been used with very young children and to explore issues in the early years. For example research on childcare with Save the Children Nepal used household mapping to understand the different perspectives of both caregivers and children of their living spaces and the quality of housing (Arnold, Bartlett, Hill, Khatiwada, & Sapkota, 2000). As well as being trained in early childhood development, researchers were trained in carrying out participatory methodologies with children.

Examples of visual participatory methods include participant drawn maps and ‘physical mapping’ using local materials. Maps can be drawn or constructed by individuals or groups of participants and be the focus for further discussion on issues, such as safety, places where people work, socialize and live, use of services and support networks, likes and dislikes relating to public and private spaces, and territoriality. They can also lead to planning changes that participants would like in their communities. It is also possible to use base maps to enable children to express their views including their evaluations of their communities. This involves providing a map and asking the child to take the researcher through that map. Urban planners have also used visual methods such as mapping to understand neighborhoods and the use of public spaces by different people including children in communities in order to inform planning and design (Chawla, 2002). In addition, with technological advances there has been an increase in the use of mapping with mobile devices, video cameras and for more details on this, see Donovan in this volume).

While mapping has obvious appeal to children’s geographers, there are also other visual diagramming methods that can help to understand children and young people’s roles in households and societies and the ways in which they use and manage environments. These include transects, daily activity charts, seasonal calendars, preference ranking of activities and experiences, network diagrams and flow charts (Kindon et al., 2007; Kesby, 2000; Johnson et al., 1995). Visual diagramming can help to overcome unequal power dynamics between children and researchers especially in cultural contexts where especially girls may not feel that their opinions would be valuable (Sapkota and Sharma, 1996). For example in the UK visuals, including physical mapping, food/ mood lines and diaries, and drawing
the last meal eaten were used as a way for those who had been marginalized in society and decision-making processes to participate in research which fed into the regeneration planning of their communities (Johnson and Webster, 2000).

Detailed ethnographic research can be combined with the use of Participatory Appraisal visuals, for example research carried out with ActionAid Nepal to explore children’s roles in households and societies and their use of the natural environment (Sapkota and Sharma, 1996). More traditional use of interviews and observation was combined with accompanying children (aged 5 years upwards) during their everyday activities and work and by using visual methods such as mapping, seasonal work calendars, preference ranking and flow diagrams. Mapping was used to understand the local environment and what resources and services there were in the area. Mobility mapping that shows from a central point, how far children travel and where boys and girls go each day for play, schooling and household chores/work. The mobility maps clearly showed the gender preference in the high hill areas where the research was carried out to send boys to school and gave an indication of where children travelled to in order to collect water and fuelwood, look after animals, help with farming and to carry out paid work for their household. Preference ranking was then used to understand the type of work that girls and boys least liked, including heavy digging and collecting wood, and chores that were not thought to be as bad, such as washing pots and pans and looking after livestock in the fields. Seasonal calendars enabled researchers to understand the way in which children’s routes to school and work changed during the monsoon period when rivers were flooded and how their work loads changed at different times of the year. Flow diagrams also helped to explore environmental and social changes and the impact on children’s lives. Power dynamics associated with gender rooted in cultural systems of dowry and traditional beliefs and roles in households varied in different caste and ethnic groups and were essential to understand the complexity of children’s experiences and how they fitted into households and local communities. The research with young children was therefore carried out in parallel with research with other members of the households using interviewing and participatory visuals and interviews with key informants in communities, civil society organizations and local government.

**Case 3: Mapping children’s environments in Japan**

Kinoshita (e.g. 2009) has used mapping with young children to understand their experiences of play spaces. In this project Kinoshita explored the use of maps with young children and compared these with the maps of adults from different generations. This allowed an understanding of how the use of spaces has altered overtime. Kinoshita was able to use similar mapping techniques across the generations. For the youngest children subtle differences were made. In the first instance children were encouraged and given space to talk about their play. As they spoke their parents helped them to indicate where these spaces were on map. It was important to ensure that the child was allowed to speak and that the parent only indicated the spaces the child referred to, rather than adding to the discussion. In addition Kinoshita found that if the child was first given time to draw their play spaces and activities and then ad them to a map with their parents support it allowed them greater control and involvement in the research process.

**Performance and Narrative**

There is a difference between the words in a narrative that children construct in response to research questions and the narrative that they use in their everyday lives that researchers can observe and record (Engel, 2005). There needs to be a
distinction in collecting narratives and using performance and role-play to understand children’s lives or their perceptions about different issues and performance and drama that is constructed by or with adults for educational purposes. When used as a participatory way to construct meaning with children, performance and narrative methods can be an excellent means for obtaining a rich understanding of children’s experiences and many children find these methods enjoyable. For example in storytelling children can tell stories that they have heard or they can construct their own stories about their life experiences. One strength in dialogue based methods is that children may be familiar with these in their every day lives.

Performance may include drama, role-play, poems and puppets. There can also be silent drama, mime and dance that can also be used to portray feelings about places, people and things and can be particularly inclusive in involving some children with learning difficulties or special educational needs. Drama generally means that there is a structure and story compared with role-play which is a more free form exploration generally designed to reveal how children feel about a particular situation or incident.

When working in different cultural settings there needs to be an empathy with participants so that both children and adults involved are prepared for the use of performance in research (West, O’Kane, & Hyder 2008; Belloni and Carriero, 2008). There also needs to be a cultural understanding of the use of drama and narrative in the local cultural context so that researchers understand when children are following set formats or when they are freely expressing themselves through performance. In order to write up and analyze evidence provided in narrative and performance it is important that researchers understand not only direct translations of words but also the overall context of the discourse including the setting and actions that accompany the delivery. As in interviews, prompts may also be used as in interviews to stimulate discourse. Experience of the language and culture will be vital in this process.

Performance and narrative can be used to understand children’s feelings about their experiences of their context (Case 4), local environment and the spaces that they inhabit. They are also effective methods for gathering evidence about interactions between different people and groups within societies as perceived by children. Given the range of situations they can be used to explore and the fact that children are often familiar with and enjoy such methods, they can be extremely valuable tools for a researcher.

**Case 4: Critical Self Reflection On Group Organisation by the Children’s Clubs of Nepal**

Designed to document how children’s clubs in Nepal functioned this project (see Rajbhandary, Hart, & Khatiwada, 1999) used methods that could be used simultaneously by a large number of children across a wide age range. The research team found that it is important to recognise that when working with children of mixed ages in groups, the young children are often able to think and have dialogue with the older participants at a higher level than they can have in groups made up entirely of their own age group, thus this can be very beneficial when considering research with young children. Whilst this research processes involved a number of methods of specific interest here was the use of ‘scenario skits’ or performance to allow children to explain their experiences and perspectives.

The research team suggested different scenarios and asked the children to create a play about each of them. The dialogues generated during the performances were analysed and later shared with the children, to gain an
understanding of their lives. This method is flexible as the research team can select the topic of the performance. The children used all aspects of performance, including dance, to express their views. They however rejected the use of puppets as they found that these constrained the process.

A large quantity of data was collecting using this method. The research team reported that the incorporation of physical activity seemed to greatly increase the youngest children’s interest and participation. However, they also found that it was beneficial to separate the children into age ranges for discussions of the data to allow each group of children an opportunity to speak.

The team also noted that because the performances were time consuming, there was often insufficient time for the analysis and interpretation of the scenarios by the children; the method itself became too much of the focus. Highlighting how time needs to be well planned in order for performance to work well as a data collection tool.

**Play and Games**

Play and games provide a developmentally appropriate way to carry out research with young children because it is what they choose to do most of the time when they are free to do so (Green, 2007). Play may be part of any successful research engagement with this age group and has been recognized as an integral part of children’s rights as specified in the UNCRC. Piaget referred to play as the language of childhood and suggested that children needed to ‘play things through’ in the way that adults may think things through (Piaget and Inhelder, 1962, p.57). As such, play and games are recognized as being an important way to engage children in research to understand their lives (Boyden and Ennew, 1997) as well as being a central aspect of children’s development (Bodrova and Leong, 2005). It is important though that researchers ensure that play in research does not become a burden for children (Alderson, 2000) taking the pleasure or freedom away from the child.

There are various different types of play that are identified in contemporary psychological literature: physical play, play with objects, symbolic play, pretense and socio-dramatic play, and games with rules (Whitebread, Basilio, Kuvalja & Verma 2012). Many of these forms of play resonate with the clusters of methods already considered within this chapter. Physical play can take place indoors or outdoors and is often culturally specific. Play that uses objects can be useful for social scientists who want to understand how children feel about decision-making (Alderson, 1993). Symbolic play is also linked in that objects are used to represent people and things (see case 5) and can also be useful when children are recounting painful experiences for example relating to conflict (Ennew and Plateau, 2004).

Observing play and games can help researchers to understand children’s thinking and their preferences (Foreman and Hall, 2005) whilst also providing a developmentally appropriate way to carry out research and understand issues about children’s lives (Green, 2007) Observation of children in symbolic play, in which objects are used to represent people and things (see cases 5 and 6) can be particularly useful in geographic research for gaining insights into children’s knowledge and experience of the physical environment (for example Hart, 1976; Katz, 2011).

**Case 5: Using Persona Dolls in South Africa**

Persona dolls are large (72cm tall), lifelike, culturally sensitive dolls. They are
dressed like children and may have props to extend their personas, for example by wearing a Muslim headscarf, glasses, or using a wheelchair. Larger dolls have more impact as they are more lifelike. Dolls can easily be improvised, be made from cardboard and paper clothed.

Bersteker and Smith have used persona dolls to initiate discussion, explore children's opinions and feelings about different topics, specifically children's perceptions and experience of difference including race, class, ability and disability (see Biersteker with Smith in Johnson et al., 2014b).

The research process followed distinct phases to ensure that the young children were comfortable. In the initial sharing of the dolls the children were supported to engage with the dolls – greeting, hugging or stroking and speaking to them. They also enjoyed telling the facilitator and other children what they thought the doll was saying when they imitated it whispering into their ears. The children were asked to guess the name, family structure, language, where they lived, what they would like to do while visiting at the preschool. What would make her/him happy or sad?

In the following phase a doll was brought out and the children were told the doll had a problem. Through the example of the doll the children then discussed their own experiences, feelings about this and advice they would give the doll. One example of a problem was that the doll had been chased from the doll corner where he wanted to play nurse. Because he was a boy, he was teased by some of other boys. Using stories in this way helped the researcher to document children's responses to situations and plan to support their development.

Biersteker and Smith found there are some challenges to this method for example, that it is important that the doll has as few characteristics as possible, unless it is the characteristic that is being explored. This helps to ensure the child’s view is not shaped by any stereotypes and always them to protect on to the doll. In addition, they found there can be some difference in the way children of different sexes approach the task, they state that this relates to stereotypes related to the appropriateness of males playing with dolls. This may need to be addressed at the outset of the research. Conversely, persona dolls provide an open-ended stimulus for discussion on a range of topics of interest to children and so can be a hugely valuable research tool.

**Case 6: Medical Dolls in Canada**

Hospital Play Dolls are highly adaptable soft cloth dolls that come in a variety of skin shades and are normally used with children who have chronic medical conditions. They provide opportunities for emotional expression and mastery over health care experiences. Medical dolls can be used to initiate dialogue and gain children’s perspectives regarding medical and social conditions. As well as being used to educate they can also explore children’s emotions, social responses and fears, for example the work of Koller (2007, 2008). This makes them a potentially useful tool in a variety of contexts and purposes.

In Canada and the USA Koller (ibid) has used medical dolls to help children in hospital to share their feelings and experiences. Initially the children completed the dolls by using a variety of materials such as markers, paint, fabric, beads etc giving them a bind to the doll. This method can be used with
individual children or small groups of about four children. Similar to the persona dolls, these dolls can became quite animated or ‘life like’ as the children whispered comments to them, or asked the facilitator to tell them what the doll was saying. For research questions involving children’s understanding of medical conditions, or their health care experiences, the dolls provide the context in which to directly address these issues. Children can point to the doll to explain for example, pain or procedures such as surgeries and stitches and then talk through their feelings using the doll as an intermediary. Having this intermediary can help young children by having a ‘body’ to guide them through the discussion and help them to explore their emotions with some degree of distance.

Conclusions for Engaging Young Children in Research

Valuable evidence can be collected from young children about their experiences and their knowledge of the world. Indeed as the examples in this chapter have indicated excluding children from discussions can have a negative and potentially detrimental impact on their lives. The steps provided, whilst not intended as a recipe to eliminate the challenges of including young children, offer guidance as to the issues that a researcher and/or research team will need to consider as they embark on research. It is proposed that researchers working with children need to carefully plan how they will undertake their research and how they will adapt methods as necessary so as to ensure children’s voices are being captured. By opening up to a broader range of methods for enabling children to communicate their experiences and their interactions with the spaces that they inhabit can be increased. These methods can be fun and playful, but also provide rigorous evidence through which children can contribute to new knowledge about children’s geographies and to decision-making processes that may have an impact on their lives.

The development of steps to engage young children in research serves to increase praxis through sharing theoretical understandings and practical experiences of researching with young children in global contexts. The steps were developed with international researchers in children’s participation from the global North and South, working across a range of academic and practitioner settings. This provided a forum to exchange ideas and build on existing approaches to engage with young children to understand their complex lives and geographies. This chapter is part of that process of sharing and further developing ideas about how to engage children in research. Increased capabilities and confidence of researchers in a variety of political, cultural and institutional contexts can be continued through continuing to share learning and by supporting communities of practice that are contributing to new knowledge about children’s lives in an ever changing world. This can in turn provide decision-makers with a more complete understanding that the evidence needed to inform and develop policies and interventions to realize child rights internationally includes the includes the perspectives of young children.
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What if the needs of young children and their caregivers were prioritised (not just considered) in city decision making? How would it look different from what it is today? Decades of city planning that has prioritised car mobility over the health and happiness of people has created built environments that are often hostile to young children and their caregivers. We compiled background research and conducted interviews with leading practitioners in the field. We uncovered stories and ideas from cities around the world that demonstrate creative and effective methods for engaging pregnant women, young children, and caregivers in diverse projects related to the built environment as well as for the delivery of services.